
Categories of travel on-board

Experience
Tsars Gold

The Bolshoi Category measures 60 sq. ft. (5.57

m²). Two beds per cabin; 1 lower bed

(184x120cm) and one upper bed (174x80cm).

The compartment’s exclusive en suite bathroom

contains a wash basin, WC and shower. (“wet

room” style with shower curtain)“Bolshoi”

category benefits include; remote controlled air

conditioning, wardrobe, DVD/CD player with LCD

and a seating bench for that special view of the

changing landscapes. Passengers of this

category dine in exclusive on-board dining cars,

with a choice of two menus. Each wagon of the

Bolshoi category contains just six of these

exclusive compartments. Early booking for this

category is highly recommended.

The Standard Classic Category has two

berths per cabin, sized (190x70 cm) and

arranged facing each other. Each

compartment measures 35.5 sq. ft. (3.3 m²)

“Standard Classic” category benefits

include; centrally controlled air

conditioning, a table under the window, and

luggage storage is provided above the door.

Unisex toilet facilities are located at the end

of this categories car. In every second to

third car there is a shower compartment.

The Standard Category has four berths per cabin. 2 lower, and 2 upper (190x70cm)

arranged in bunk bed format. Each unisex compartment measures 36 sq. ft. (3.3 m²).

“Standard “category benefits include; centrally controlled air conditioning, a table under

the window, and luggage storage is provided above the door.  Unisex toilet facilities are

located at the end of this categories car. In every second to third car there is a shower

compartment.  Solo passengers will travel on-board in a 4-berth unisex sleeper and will

be allocated single room during hotel stays. This class is also available when 3

passengers book together. On-board the Tsars Gold your small group will have sole

occupancy of the 4-berth compartment. When accommodated at hotels one twin room,

plus one single room will be allocated for your smal group of 3 people.


